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Abstract
Weanalyze the properties of a pulsed coherent population trapping protocol that uses a controlled
decay from the excited state in aΛ-level scheme.We study this problem analytically and numerically
andfind regimeswhere narrow transmission, absorption, orfluorescence spectral lines occur.We
then look for optimal frequencymeasurements using these spectral features by computing the Allan
deviation in the presence of ground state decoherence and show that the protocol is on a parwith
Ramsey-CPT.We discuss possible implementations with ensembles of alkali atoms and single ions
and demonstrate that typical pulsed-CPT experiments that are realized on femto-second timescales
can be implemented onmicro-seconds timescales using this scheme.

Since its observation [1], coherent-population-trapping (CPT) and its counterpart electromagnetically-
induced-transparency (EIT) [2] have enabled awide range of experimental achievements. Using a three-level
Λ-scheme and exploiting a quantum interference effect in the excited state, coherent transfer of population
(STIRAP) between vibrational states [3], efficient cooling of atoms [4], precise atomic clocks [5, 6], or light
storage [7, 8] have been realized. Ramsey-CPT schemes have also been shown to improve the sensitivity of
frequencymeasurements by removing power broadening issues [6]. Further, pulsed-CPT schemes have been
investigated theoretically [9–14] and experimentally using femto-second lasers [15–17]with implications for
multimode quantummemories [18].

Recently, a novel pulsed-CPT schemewas realized by engineering aΛ-system in themicrowave domain and
exploiting the hyperfine interaction between the electron spin of a nitrogen-vacancy (NV) defect in diamond
and a nearby 13C nuclear spin [19]. The originality of the experiment is that relaxationwas externally controlled
through optical pumping by a far detuned laser that couples the excited state to the ground state in theΛ-system
via ametastable state. By externally controlled dissipation, wemean that the decay from the excited state to the
two ground states in theΛ scheme can be triggered at will. In general such a schemewith controlled relaxation is
useful for atomic systemswhere the excited state population lifetime is too long compared to the decoherence
mechanisms. Further, compared to schemes where spontaneous emission takes place during the excitation, this
method can be used tomeasure the excited state populationwhile the dark state is being prepared.

In thiswork,we analyze such apulsed-CPT schemewith a controlled decay from the excited state, both
analytically andnumerically.We show that interleaving sequences of unitary and fully dissipative steps gives rise to
narrowdark transmission andphotoluminescence spectral lineswhosewidths donot dependupon the
spontaneous emission rate but solely upon the control pulse area andnumber of steps. Then,wediscuss
implications of this scheme formetrology and estimate its precision compared toRamsey-CPT. Finally,wepresent
possible experimental implementations usingneutral alkali atomsor trapped ions, and showhowpulsed-EIT
experiments that are typically realizedusing femto-second lasers canbe implementedonmicro-seconds timescales.

We study the response of a three-levelΛ-system excited by two near-resonant pulsed fields with Rabi
frequenciesΩ1 andΩ2 in the presence of a controlled relaxation rate γ(t), as sketched infigure 1(a). The time
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dependence of γmeans that a scheme where the population in the excited can be transferred to the ground
states at will is implemented using an external tuning knob. In [19], this was realized using a laser field. In the
last section of thismanuscript, we present anothermeans to do so using optical pumping via a single excited
state. Throughout themanuscript the field 2 will be resonant and we look for the change in transmission of
the field 1 or of the excited state population as the frequency detuning of the field 1, δ=ω1−ω13 is varied.
Hereω1 denotes the frequency of the field 1 andω13 the resonance frequency of the transition 1 3ñ - ñ∣ ∣ . The
sequence is composed of a periodically pulsed simultaneous excitation of the two transitions without decay
interleaved by controlled total relaxation, as depicted figure 1(b). One sequence is composed ofN pulses
separated by a time intervalΔt. t1 is the length of the excitation pulses.

1. Pulsed-CPTunder resonant excitation

At two-photon resonance (δ= 0), one canwrite theΛ-systemusing a basis consisting of a dark state

D 1 21
2 1ñ = W ñ - W ñ

W
∣ ( ∣ ∣ )which is an eigenstate of the coupledΛ-system [2], a bright state B 1 21

1 2ñ = W ñ + W ñ
W

∣ ( ∣ ∣ )

where 1
2

2
2W = W + W , and the excited state, as sketched infigure 1(a). Thedark state Dñ∣ is not coupled to the

excited statewhereas the bright state Bñ∣ couples to the excited statewith aRabi pulsationΩ, and enables optical
pumping to Dñ∣ .

Neglecting decoherence between the two ground states (γ0= 0) and given that there is no population in the
excited state at the beginning of each excitation pulse, the nth coherent excitation pulse transfers a population

sin B
n

2

2 1A s -( ) from the bright state to the excited state, where t1A = W is the pulse area and B
n 1s - is the

population in the bright state just before the nth pulse. This expression results fromRabi oscillations within the
subspace Bñ∣ - 3ñ∣ . Then, the induced decay transfers half of this quantity from the excited state population to the
dark state and the other half to the bright state. Thus, given that 1B

n
D
ns s+ = the population in the dark state at

the nth steps is described by the equation sin 1D
n

D
n

D
n1

2 2

2 1 1As s s= - +- -( ) ( ) which can be solved to

give 1 1 sin 2 1D
n

n

D2

2 1
0As s= - - -

-( )( ) ( ).

The dark state population is plotted in figure 2(a) as a function of n starting from 0.5D B
0 0s s= = and

using a pulse area 0.18A p= . HereNs=60 steps are needed to reach a final dark state occupation
above 0.95.We then plot the dependence ofNs on the pulse area in figure 2(b).We find that, as expected,
using shorter pulses (smallerA)means that more pulses are required to reach the same dark state
population.

In practice, such a study of the dark state population can be realized bymonitoring the population in the
excited state. In contrast with the dark state population, the excited state population decays with the number
of pulses [19]. This can be estimated bymonitoring the photoluminescence which is proportional to the
excited state population.

Figure 1. (a)Three levelΛ-system in the initial and dressed state baseswith a time dependent decay rate. (b) Sequence used for
pulsed-CPTwith controlled dissipation.
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2. Pulsed-transmissionwith controlled decay

Wenowproceedwith the study of the frequency response of such a pulsed-CPT scheme, with a focus on
transmissionmeasurements instead of photoluminescence read-out for simplicity. Experimentally, the
imaginary part of the dipole amplitude 13 13s s= á ñˆ is relevant for transmission experiments because it relates to
the imaginary part of the linear susceptibility for the field 1.Herewe assume that thefield 1 ismuchweaker than
field 2, 1 2W W , which greatly simplifies the analysis. Since it ismuchweaker, the field 1will hereafter be called
the probe and thefield 2 the control. In order for the probe transmission to bemodified, amacroscopic number
of atoms, an optical cavity, or a quasi-1D geometrymust be used.Withmany atoms, all dipolemean values

ij ijs s= á ñˆ would be locally averaged [20] 5. In the case of a single atom in a cavity orwith a quasi-1D geometry,
the dipole coupling strengthwould be rescaled by the cavity [21] orwaveguide or lens spatialmode
structure [22].

To study this problem,we solve the time-dependent Bloch equations. The evolution of themean value of the
σij is ruled by the six optical Bloch equations that arewritten in the appendix (A1). Assuming that 1 2W W , the
population remains in the state 1ñ∣ and the other states are not significantly populated. Under these hypotheses
wefind

t t t

t
2

i i
2

i
2

i i
2

, 1

13 13
1 2

12

12 0 12
2

13

s
g

d s s

s d g s s

= - + +
W

+
W

= + +
W





⎜ ⎟⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

where δ is the detuning of the fieldΩ1, which can be treated as real or complex numbers in this approximate
regime. γ0 is the dephasing rate of the ground state coherence.Ω1 andΩ2 are non-zero during the excitation
pulses whereas γ is non-zero between the excitation pulses.We can solve analytically this systemof equations
under the assumption of full relaxation, which implies that 013s = at the beginning of each excitation pulse.

2.1.Multiple interferences
We study Im 13s( ) as a function of the two-photon detuning δ in the absence of ground state dephasing γ0. Let us
first note that the evolution ofσ13 during the nth excitation pulse is directly related to the value ofσ12 at the
beginning of the nth pulse n t1n

12 12s s= - D(( ) ). Solving equation (1) yields a simple formula for n
12

1s - .
Assuming that 012

0s = , we get, for n 1> :

f e cos
2

, 2n

l

n
l t l

12
0

1
i Aås d d= d

=

-
D ⎜ ⎟⎛

⎝
⎞
⎠( ) ( ) ( )

Figure 2. (a)Population in the state Dñ∣ as a function of the number of steps starting from a thermal population 0.5D
0s = and using a

pulse area 0.18A p= . The grey region denotes the threshold for reachingmore than 95%population in the dark state. (b)Number of
steps needed to reach thefinal dark state populationσDf=0.95 as a function of the pulse area.

5
If themedium is optically thick, coupledMaxwell–Bloch equationsmust be used, as in [11]. Retardation effects would take place, but the

main conclusions of the paper remain unchanged.
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Weobserve that n
12s is proportional to a geometric sum, analogous to the transmission of light in a Fabry–

Pérot cavity.We thus expect to observe a periodic spectrumwith interference peaks separated by the free spectral
range defined as

tFSR
2dD = p
D
. Thewidth of each peak should thus decreasewith the number of steps until a

steady state is reached.WhenN is high enough, a simple formula including γ0 can be found, and the second term
in the product appearing in equation (2)will show peakswith awidth related to afinesse given by

e cos

1 e cos
.

t

t

2

2

0

0

F

A

A

p
=

-

g

g

- D

- D

( )
( )

This formula is valid for cos 1 2
2

A > / , i.e. for 2 3A p< . Thewidth of each peak is then t1 FD( ).We note
thatF increases whenA decreases, as shown figure 3(a).

Asmanifest in equation (2), there are in fact two distinctmultiple-interference regimes. A regime inwhich

cos 1
2

A »( ) , where constructive interferences occurwhen t m2d pD = (m Î ) and a regime inwhich

cos 1
2

A » -( ) , where constructive interferences take place at t m2 1d pD = +( ) .Wewill study the physics

underlying these two situations in the next sections by evaluatingσ13 when the area is smaller than 2π andwhen
the area is close to 2π.

2.2. Pulsed-EIT regime
Wefirst study the transmission spectra using the analytical solution of the Bloch equations (A1) derived in the
appendix, in the limit where the control pulse area is below 2π. Transmission spectrameasured at the end of the
last pulse of the sequence are plotted as a function of the two-photon detuning for a different number of stepsN
infigure 3(b). The parameters areΩ1/2π=31.8 kHz,Ω2/2π=6.37 MHz,Δt=1 μs and 2 5A p= . As
anticipated, a periodic pattern appears in the transmission spectrum.Close to two-photon resonance, we
observe a spectrum that is similar to EIT andwe clearly see a step-by-step narrowing of the spectrum.One sees
that the central peak amplitude gets closer and closer to zero after several pulses. Themultiple interferences in
the accumulated ground state coherence also implies that thewidth of the peaks narrows down as the number of
pulsesN increases, as per equation (2) and that other transmission peaks that are equally spaced at frequencies

t m2d pD = where m Î appear due to this frequency combdriving as expected. This confirms that there is a
sequential pumping into the dark state D 1 21

2 1ñ = W ñ - W ñ
W

∣ ( ∣ ∣ ). Indeed, adding detunings to bothfields only
changes the local phase in Dñ∣ to texp idD( )which remains an eigenstate if t m2d pD = .

Figure 3. (a) Finesse of the EIT transmission peaks as a function of the pulse areaA for t0g D = 0, 0.01, 0.03, 0.06, for trace (i)–(iv)
respectively. (b)Transmission spectra for a different number of preparation pulsesN. Parameters: 2 31.8 kHz1 pW = ,Ω2/2π=
6.37 MHz,Δ t=1 μs and 2 5A p= .
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2.3. PulsedAutler–Townes regime
Let us now investigate the regimewhere the pulse area is 2π.When 2A p= , the Bloch vector undergoes a full
rotation on the Bloch sphere related to the 2ñ∣ – 3ñ∣ transition. The probemeasured right after the excitation
pulses would be fully transmitted. In order to optimallymeasure the ground state coherence evolution in this
regime, the probe transmissionmust thus be acquired in themiddle of the coherent excitation, i.e. on the north
pole of the Bloch sphere, as depicted infigure 4(a).

Figure 4(b), trace (i) shows the evolution of Im (σ13) as a function of the two photon detuning, in the steady
state and small area limit. The parameters are the same as forfigure 2(b), that is we have a pulse area 2π/5. 4(b),
trace (ii) shows the same spectrum forΩ1/2π=31.8 kHz,Ω2/2π=6.37MHz,N=15 andΔ t=1 μs, that is
for a pulse area of 2π. The difference between the two excitation regimes shown in trace (i) and (ii) is striking :
instead of transmission peaks at detunings such that t m2d pD = with m Î , absorption peaks occur
for t m2 1d pD = +( ) .

This 2A p= regime is in fact reminiscent of the Autler–Townes effect where, under continuouswave
excitation (CW) and under saturation ( 2 gW  ), an absorption doublet appears at 22d = W [23]. Here,
when 2A p= ,σ13=0 at the end of each excitation pulse, so the induced decay has no effect on the coherences.
To understandwhy the absorption peaks occur at t m2 1d pD = +( ) then, it is instructive to define an effective
Rabi frequencyΩeff for thewhole durationΔt, so as to tend and to eventually compare to the quasi-continuous
driving (CW). Defining a Rabi frequency for a durationΔt is possible here because controlled decay has no
influencewhen 2A p= .We defineΩeff as the Rabi frequency thatwould populate the excited state during a
timeΔtwith the same probability as a shorter excitation at a Rabi frequencyΩ2 for a time t1. Equating the pulse
areas, we obtain t teff 2 1W D = W . Since 2A p= here, we get t2eff pW = D . The twofirst absorption peaks
appear at td p=  D whichmeans 2effd = W . This analysis shows that the doublets appear at the same
frequencies as theCWAutler–Townes doublets. This also shows that the transition fromEIT toAutler–Townes,
also investigated in [24, 25], can be observed using aΛ-schemewith controlled dissipation.

3. Prospects formetrology

The narrow transmission lines in this stroboscopic state preparation have implications both in atomic clocks or
magnetometry. CPT in fact already found use in precisionmeasurements of atomic transitions [5]. Herewe are
interested in the performance of the pulsed-CPT formetrology, such asmagnetic field or timemeasurements.
Atomic clocks ormagnetometers often use Ramsey sequences, where twoπ/2 pulses separated by a timeT are
used to drive a two-level system. In such a pulsed regime, scanning the laser frequency gives rise to a sinusoidal
spectrumwith periodicity 1/T, providing ameans to precisely estimate the atomic transitionwithout power
broadening. The observed fringe contrast will be given by the coherence time of the transition and so is the
precision of the frequencymeasurement [5, 6].

Ramsey-CPTnot onlyminimizes power broadening but it uses sub-natural lines [5]. The principle is tofirst
prepare a dark state in the three-level system, to let the ground state coherence evolve ‘in the dark’ and to
measure the evolution of the ground state by applying a second pair of identical read-out pulses. If the lasers are
two-photon detuned, the initial dark state population is transferred to the bright state so the fluorescence (or the

Figure 4. (a)Pulse sequence used for studying the regimewhere the pulse area is 2π. (b)Transmission spectra in the two different
regimes: (i) small area and (ii) area close to 2π for the control pulse. The parameters areΩ1/2π=0.03 MHz,Ω2/2π=6.37 MHz,

t s1 mD = ,N=15 for trace (ii). Curve (i) has beenmultiply by 1500 for clarity.
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absorption) is increased. This provides ameans to read-out the atomic frequency close to the two-photon
resonance condition.Here, due themultiple interferences, the presented pulsed-CPT schemewill show even
narrower lines so one could expect a highmetrological performance.We show that this is not the case.

The frequency stability of clocks are typically characterized by the Allan deviation [26]which, in the presence
of white frequency noise, reads

T1
,A

S

S

c

at
m

s t
n

s
t

=
n
n n

¶
¶( )( )

( )

whereTc is the time of an interrogation cycle, τ is the averaging time, νat is the atomic resonance frequency,σS is
the noise of themeasured signal S and νm is the frequency at which the signal ismeasured. A small Allan deviation
indicates a high precision in the frequency estimation.Magnetometers can be characterized in the very same
way, the signal S being proportional to themagneticmoment [27].

Here, we computeσA(τ) for the pulsed-CPT andRamsey-CPT schemes and quantify their performances as a
function of the number of steps and for various decoherence rates in the ground state. To avoid optimization
complications related to the choice of probe intensity, we chose to usefluorescence instead of transmission read-
out for both schemes and useΩ1=Ω2 as in [19]. Further, we use a pulse area far below 2π to be in the EIT
regime. The analytical solutions presented earlier cannot be used here sincewe need to compute the excited state
population instead of the coherence.We thuswe resort to numerical simulations and use theXMDSpackage to
solve the full Bloch equations [28].

Thefluorescence signal is acquired during each de-excitation pulse (that is when γ is on), except from the
first one. The signal acquired during the nth decay process is directly proportional to the population at the end of
the nth excitation pulse n t t33 1s D +( ). In order tomake it independent on the actual experimental apparatus
(collection efficiency, photodetector gain, number of atoms, ect.) the Allan deviationσA is normalized to that of
a two-pulse pulsed-CPT experiment without ground state decoherence (wewrite itσA

N = 2). For a fair
comparison between the pulsed-CPT andRamsey-CPT schemes, we use the same total sequence timeTc.
Increasing the number of steps withinTcmeans that the signal will increase and that the precession time between
each pulsewill decrease. Note that, evenwith the Ramsey-CPT scheme,more than 2 pulses are usually required
in order to gather signal statistics and thus to optimize the Allan deviation.

The populations are first prepared in the dark state. TheAllan deviation (measured for the value of νmwhich
minimizes it) is plotted infigure 5(a) as a function of the number of steps for different γ0. The results for

A A A
N 2s s s= = are plotted for γ0/2π varying from0 to 38.2 kHz in steps of 6.4 kHz.We observe that for each

decoherence rate, an optimal number of stepsNopt is found thatminimizes As . This can be understood as
follows: forN<Nopt, the spectral lines are not optimally narrow because themultiple-interferences are not at
play. ForN=Nopt however, we are in themultiple-interferences regime. As it can be expected also, the
minimumof the Allan deviation decreases when γ0 increases. As the decoherence rate increases,more pulses are
indeed needed to preserve the dark state so the optimal number of steps increases with γ0.WhenN increases

Figure 5. (a)Pulsed-CPTwith controlled dissipation : normalized Allan deviation as a function of the number of steps for γ0/2π
ranging from0 to 38.2 kHz in steps of 6.4 kHz (frombottom to top). t1=11 ns. (b)Ramsey-CPT : normalized Allan deviation as a
function of the number of steps for the same values of γ0/2π. 2 2 6.37 MHz1 2p pW = W = , T s15 m= . For both curves, the
dotted–dashed lines shows theAllan deviationminima for different γ0 values. The dashed line is the value of theminimumof the
normalized Allan deviation of the pulsed-CPTwithout decoherence.
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again aboveNopt, the precession time is reduced, therefore the linewidth increases and so does the Allan
deviation (seefigure A2).

It is instructive to compare this schemewith thewell-established Ramsey-CPTprotocol. Simulations for
Ramsey-CPT are presented infigure 5(b), where the number of steps and decoherence rates in the ground state
are also varied. Themain difference with pulsed-CPTwith controlled dissipation is that the decay from the
excited state to the ground state takes place at all times and that, for the Ramsey-CPT sequence, the
photoluminescence signal is accumulated over all the excitation pulses [5].We chose an area  which totally
prepares the dark state at the end of each pulse. The results for the Allan deviation are also shown for γ0/(2π)
varying from0 to 38.2kHz in steps of 6.4 kHz (frombottom to top). The general trend for the Allan deviation is
similar than for pulsed-CPT :when γ0 increases,more pulses are needed to optimizeσA as a result of a
compromise between signal strength and ground state coherence amplitude. The optimumAllan deviation is on
the same order ofmagnitude as for the pulsed-CPTwith controlled decay. The dotted–dashed line infigures 5(a)
and (b), shows theAllan deviationminima. As discussed, theminima increase with γ0 and require a larger and
larger number of steps as γ0 increase for both Ramsey-CPT and pulsed-CPTprotocols. The horizontal dashed
line shows that the precision is slightly better when using theRamsey-CPT for γ0=0, which in fact holds for all
ground state decoherence rates.

4. Experimental implementation

The presented schemewas already realized in themicrowave regime usingNV centers in diamonds using
coupled electronic and nuclear spins [19]. Itmight be beneficial to use optical fields and enlarge the range of
applications to, for instance, ultra-cold atoms.Wenowdiscuss a possible way to implement such a pulsed-CPT
with controlled dissipation using neutral alkali atoms and trapped ions.

Alkalies. In order to realize this schemewith alkali atoms, one possibility is to engineer an effective three level
systemusing four atomic levels and twoRaman transitions as depicted infigure 6(a). This can for instance be
realizedwith all isotopes of rubidiumor cesiumon the F F 1 - transitions of theD1 andD2 lines. Provided
the four lasers are detuned bymore than several excited state linewidths, we can adiabatically eliminate the state

4ñ∣ andwrite
t i4
i4 sDs¶

¶
∣ ∣ ∣ ∣, where i=1, 2, 3 for all the optical transitions. Thismeans that twoRaman

transitions 1 4 3ñ - ñ - ñ∣ ∣ ∣ and 3 4 2ñ - ñ - ñ∣ ∣ ∣ coherently drive the long-lived transitions 1 3ñ - ñ∣ ∣ and
2 3ñ - ñ∣ ∣ . The resulting effective Rabi frequencies on transition 1 3ñ - ñ∣ ∣ and 2 3ñ - ñ∣ ∣ are given by

p 1 2 1W = W W D and c 3 4 2W = W W D respectively.We also require the difference between the detuningsΔ1 and
Δ2 to be greater than thewidth of these twoRaman transitions. Thismeans that ,p c1 2D - D W W ( ). If this
condition is not satisfied, ground state coherence between the ground state 1ñ∣ and 2ñ∣ generated solely by fields 1
and 4would take place.

This four-level scheme is then equivalent to the three-level system shown figure 6(b). The lifetime of the
decay from the state 3ñ∣ can effectively be shortened via a spontaneous Raman scattering using a laser driving the
transition between 3ñ∣ and 4ñ∣ . The detection can be done bymeasuring the Raman scattered light intensity, or

Figure 6. (a) Four-level scheme. (b)The equivalentΛ scheme.When the four opticalfields are off-resonantly coupled to the level 4ñ∣
and under two-photon resonance for theΛ schemes 1 4 3ñ - ñ - ñ∣ ∣ ∣ and 3 4 2ñ - ñ - ñ∣ ∣ ∣ , the scheme (a) is equivalent to theΛ
scheme (b)with effective Rabi frequenciesΩp, c. Controlled dissipation is done via Raman scattering with a pulsed laser with coupling
Γ tuned to the 3ñ∣ to 4ñ∣ transition (red arrow).
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the laser transmission in an EIT-like experiment. Combinedwith this pulsed-CPT technique, efficient clocks or
magnetometers can thus be realized.

The coherence time in the two ground states 1ñ∣ and 2ñ∣ can be severalmilliseconds with trapped alkali
atoms. Typical pulsed-EIT experiments require pulses that are shorter than the excited state decay time
require femto-second lasers [13, 15, 17]. In comparison, the proposed pulsed-EIT can easily be observed on
micro-second timescales so that light pulses can be generated simply using acousto-opticmodulators. This in
fact bears similarity with the experiment done in a rubidium cell in [29], where cavity-like features were
observed usingmultiple interference on long-lived spin waves in a gradient echomemory [30]. Operating
onmicroseconds time scalemay have important practical consequences. For instance, it could be
experimentally feasible to shape the relative phase between the laser pulses after each step in order to generate
amplification of the probe [31] or to observe the step-by-step growth of the collective ground state spin wave
amplitude via EIT.

Trapped ions.Another possible experimental implementation of the pulsed-CPT scheme is using trapped
ions on a quadrupolar transition. For instance, using 40Ca+, this transition is driven by a 729 nm laser tuned to
the S1/2 toD5/2. AΛ-system can be realized using the Zeeman sublevels S1/2(m= 1/2) and S1/2(m=−1/2) and
a single excited Zeeman levels in theD5/2manifold [32]. A laser at 854nm, tuned to theD5/2 toP3/2 transition
can then induce spontaneous Raman scattering back to the two ground states of S1/2. Repeating sequences of
729+ 854 nmexcitations thus realizes the pulsed-CPT protocol with controlled dissipation using the long-lived
D5/2 excited state.

Differential AC-Stark shifts.Onewell-known issuewith opticalmetrology is the differential AC-stark shift
induced by other nearby electronic levels here. This effect comes from the two opticalfields that drive theΛ
scheme, which can off-resonantly couple to these extra levels and generate a fictitiousmagnetic field
proportional to the degree of circular polarization. This induces systematic shifts that are equivalent to a two
photon detuning. Estimating precisely differential light shifts in the case of pulsed-CPT is, in general,
complicated since they depend crucially on the level structure. However, other schemes, such as hyper-Ramsey
interferometry [33] or Ramsey-comb spectroscopy technique [34, 35] have been proposed tomitigate parasitic
effects of the light shifts. Using these proposals in combinationwith pulsed-CPT and controlled dissipationmay
enhance themetrological precision andwill be left to further studies.

5. Conclusion

We studied analytically the dynamics of a three-level system driven by a pulsed train of coherent fields in the
presence of a controlled decay from the excited state. Formulas for the width of the transmission window
were found and Autler–Townes doublets were recovered for pulse areas that aremultiple of 2π. We compare
the Allan deviation of the protocol to the Ramsey-CPT scheme withmetrological applications inmind and
demonstrate that they perform almost equally well.We have also shown that it is possible to observe the
step-by-step growth of the dark-state amplitude using several experimental platforms In general, this work
adds a new dimension to CPT and EIT. Usingmore evolved pulse protocols, it may be possible to create
ultra-narrow lines and use it formore efficient atomic clocks, magnetometers or for new light storage
protocols [36].
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Appendix. Analytical solution

We list here the full Bloch equations that are used to describe the pulsed-CPT schemewith a controlled
dissipation γ(t) from the excited state. They read :
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The continuity ofσ12 and thehypothesisσ13(nΔt)=0 for alln is valid for full de-excitation andgive the following
expression forAn andBn
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The time evolution of the coherences is plotted infigures A1(a)–(c) for a small pulse area and for three
different detunings ofΩ1. Trace (i) corresponds to the resonance case δ=0, trace (ii), δ=π/Δ t and trace
(iii) t2d p= D . For δ=0 and δ=2π/Δt, we observe that the coherencesσ13 tend to 0whenN increases,
which corresponds to the preparation of the dark state: after enough pulsesΩ1 does not interact anymorewith
the atoms.We also see that for those two δ, the atomic coherence reaches a steady state.We note that the
evolutions of 12s∣ ∣are exactly the same for the twofirst detunings because they have the same phase and
amplitude at the beginning of each pulse.

Threefluorescence spectra used to estimate theAllan deviation for the pulsed-CPT are plotted infigure A2.
They correspond to different sequences that have the same total length and pulse area but for different number

6
The recursiveAn is of the form u cu kdn n

n
1 = ++
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of pulses. The signal is accumulated over all the de-excitation pulses except for the first one. Trace (i), (ii) and (iii)
show spectra forN=10,N=54 andN=200 respectively. For N Nopt< , the signal is not accumulated
enough and so the photoluminescence rate drop is not steep yet because of the lownumber of excitation pulses.
For N Nopt> ,Δ t decreases as the number of pulses increases, which leads to a dilatation of the spectrum and
thus reduces the slope of the spectrum close to νm (see figure A2).
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